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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 8, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

I brought to the attention of the
es dent the message which
you sent to him in reference to Ga s for the China post.
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March 12, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

t!!J

FROM:

Brent Scowcroft

SUBJECT:

Peking's Current Political Instability and
Its Import for U.S.- PRC Relations

In view of recent surprising developments in the Peking political
scene -- the unexpected announcement that a relatively unknown
leader, Hua Kuo-feng (rather than Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing),
has been appointed as acting Premier; the release in December of
a long-detained Soviet helicopter crew; and the February visit to
China of former President Nixon -- I have had a member of the staff
prepare for you an interpretive analysis.
The study at Tab A places the political turmoil now apparent in China
in the context of tensions within the leadership of the People's
Republic of China which have been evident in a general way since
1970. It also suggests some implications of these recent developments
for the course of U.S.- PRC relations in the year ahead.
The study reaches tre following major conclusions:
-- Teng Hsiao-p'ing, groomed for the Premiership since 1973
by Mao and Chou but under continuing criticism from Party radicals,
was blocked in gaining the Premiership in January because he had
alienated key military leaders who have become temporary allies of
the Party's radical faction.
-- The outcome of the current conflict in Peking is indeterminate, but
the most likely developme-nts are either, (a) once the radicals have
brought about Teng Hsiao-p 1ing 1 s demise they will draw back and work
within the coalition leadership which Chou En-lai built up over the past
several years, or (b) the radicals will overplay their attack on Teng and
other rehabilitated leaders, alienate their temporary allies, and pro- ~,· , )f:
9
duce a counterattack that will lead to their own fall.
It seems doubtful
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that the Party's leftist faction can dominate the Peking political
scene for a sustained period.
-- Mao Tse-tung' s role in the current leadership dispute is
ambiguous, probably because the Chairman is not in full control of
the situation. He has been aloof from various radical leaders in
recent years, and thus far has not given overt support for their attack
on Teng. He probably withdrew his backing from the Vice Premier
when he was unable to command sufficient support from the Politburo
for the Premiership~ and he appears to have given at least tentative
support to Hua Kuo-feng.
Mao, however, has his differences with the leftist faction and
the military and may be playing a rather passive role in the current
conflict. At this point we are unable to tell how much the Chairman
is being used by the anti-Teng forces as opposed to siding with them.
Mao's physical frailty, difficulty in speaking, and personal isolation
(heightened by the death of his long-time associate Chou En-lai) increasingly weaken him as an active leadership force. His death in the
next year or two could compound the present instability in the leadership.
-- The release of the Soviet helicopter crew last December. and
the recent visit to China of former President Nixon, are indicators of
political cross-currents on foreign policy issues. The military and
some others in Peking may be urging a less hostile orientation toward
the Soviets and greater aloofness from the U.S.
Mao, however,
remains determined to keep the Russians at a distance and strengthen
relations with a U.S. that will actively counterweight the Soviets abroad.
--There is very little the U.S. can do to influence the PRC as the
current leadership feud plays itself out. We are passive observers of
that situation. as were the Chinese as they watched the unfolding of
Watergate. We are most likely to hold the Chinese to their foreign
policy course of dealing with us if we can reassert a more active
foreign policy that combines efforts to reach agreements that serve
our interests with both Moscow and Peking, and at the same time
demonstrate a willingness to stand up to Soviet pressures. Completion
of normalization of U.S.- PRC relations might make the relationship
less vulnerable to criticism in China, but such a move would invite
contempt rather than respect if taken from a position of weakness in
foreign affairs, and with an attitude of beseeching China to hold to its \'.
"Aln.erican tilt. 11
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Peking's Current Political Instability and Its Import
for U.S.- PRC Relations

Has a Coalition of Party Radicals and Military Leaders Upset
Chou En-lai' s Succession Plans?
By all evidence available to the USG, Chairman Mao and Premier Chou
En-lai personally led the process of rehabilitating Teng Hsiao-p 'ing -- who
had been purged in the spring of 196 7 during the Cultural Revolution -and then gradually prepared him to assume the Premiership. Teng
first reappeared in April of 1973, not long after the Chinese leadership
had knowledge of Chou En-lai's illness with cancer. Teng ' s rehabilitation was not only part of a purposeful effort to prepare a smooth
succession to Chou's leadership position, but more generally to
accelerate the pace of rebuilding orderly processes of political and
economic administration within the PRC.
The Chinese Communist Party, and the organs of governmental
administration, had been destroyed during the Cultural Revolution of the
late 1960s when Chairman Mao, using a coalition of Party radicals
and military leaders headed by Defense Minister Lin Piao, removed
from power Party and state leaders opposed to his policies. By late
1968, however, Mao and other leaders who had weathered the Cultural
Revolution purge came to feel that the chaos of the preceding three
years had produced too much domestic social turmoil and economic
stagnation. They were concerned, moreover, that China was
vulnerable to a number of developments on the international scene -particularly the growing aggressiveness of the Soviet Union, as
had been demonstrated by Moscow's invasion of Czechosolvakia in
1968 and the deployment of a major military force on China 1s
northern frontier. Senior PRC leaders also feared that in view of
their advanced age, a disorderly succession crisis in Peking would
hold serious temptations for the Russians, who have a long record
of seeking to manipulate China's internal politics to their own
advantage.
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In this context, Mao and Chou En-lai initiated in 1969 what has proven
to be a protracted and unstable process of realigning China's
foreign policy, rebuilding a Party and governmental system capable
of giving the PRC coherent political leadership, heightening the pace
of economic growth, and strengthening China's national security
against pressures from the Soviet Union. Resistance to this policy
trend has come primarily from the two groups who acquired power
during the Cultural Revolution: the military; and Party radicals,
symbolically led by Mao's own wife, Chiang Ch'ing.
The initial breakthrough in this process for Mao and Chou came in the
summer of 1970 when the Chairman and Premier succeeded in purging
one of the major leaders of the Cultural Revolution'.s radical faction,
Ch'en Po-ta. This was the first real weakening. of the radical-military
political coalition which had grown beyond the . Chairman's control.
A second major development occurred in the same perid·d (the summer
of 1970) when Defense Minister Lin Piao was blocked in his effort to
establish himself as Chief of State of' the PRC. Mao had been trying to
get Lin and the military out of politics and back into defense activities
well before the spring and summer; of 1969, when several serious.
border clashes with the Soviet Union transformed the Sino-Soviet
political feud into a. military confrontation.
Mao might well have prothem in order to heighten attention bo.th worldwide and within
China to the Soviet menace', and to, create pressure on the Chinese
army for a return
pure.ly military pursuits.

to

After the purge of the summer of 1970, Mao and Chou moved to
establish contact with the Nixon administration, which had been
signalling its interest in an authoritative dialogue withthe PRC since
1969. They also kept political pressure on Lin Piao, which stimulated
the Defense Minister to plot a coup aginst the Chairman.· It was the
discovery of this plotting which led to Lin Piao's surprise flight to
Mongolia in September, 1971, a "defection" which was aborted when
Lin 1 s plane ran out of fuel and crashed, killing all aboard.
Subsequent to the Lin affair -- throughout 1972 and during the first
half of 1973 -- Mao and Chou pressed their domestic and foreign policy
lines without mu~h opposition. President Nixon's visit to Peking in
February, 1972, and China's normalization of relations with Japan in
September, "tilted" Peking's international orientation toward the West.
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Domestically, the Chairman and Premier proceeded to rebuild the
Party organization and restaff governmental positions which had been
inactive since the late 1960s. This effort·at institutionalization was
symbolized by the convening of the Tenth Party Congress in the
late summer of 1973, and the subsequent holding of a National People's
Congress (in January, 1975) .
In the month preceding the 1973 Party Congress, however, signs of
overt opposition to the 11 centrist 11 political coalition around Premier Chou
became evident in China's national media. There were attacks on
Chou 1.s rationalized educational policy; and certain military leaders
seemed to side with the Party's leftist faction. There was veiled criticism
of the policy of bringing back to office officials purged during the Cultural
Revolution (such as Teng Hsiao-p 1ing, who had reappeared in public
several months earlier). It appeared that Party.radicals and military
leaders might be making common cause in a b~hind-the-scenes effort
to prevent Mao and Chou from further eroding their posltions.

-..:::

In foreign affairs, the summer of 1973 also saw the first signs of pressure against our new relationship with the PRC: Chinese cultural and
r
scientific delegations which had visited the U.S. were criticized
upon their return for being too favorably impressed with what they
had seen in America. The Foreign Ministry expressed opposition to
the Marine guards at our Liaison Office (ultimately expelling them in
April, 19 74) . In the wake of the Congressional cut-off of funds for
the Cambodian boJl?.bing operation,:the Chinese reneged on their
offer to assist us in workipg out a negotiated resolution of the
Cambodian conflict; and they forced a postponement of Secre
Kissinger's lanned August, 1973 trip to Peking.
the Nixon Administration's detente negotiations with
the Soviets-- particularly the treaty on prevention of nuclear war -was generating growing concern within the Chinese leadership (as
we knew privately from protests which Peking passed to us through
secret diplomatic contacts).
In short, during the second half of 1973 signs of dissention in China's
political debate on both domestic and foreign policy issues began to
surface. These indications of contention within the top leadership
have grown in intensity over the subsequent three years in the context of a series _.of campaigns of criticism of 11 Lin Piao and Confucius, 11
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attacks on one of Mao's favorite novels and on Chou En-lai's educational policy, and in organizational preparations for the Tenth Party
Congress and the National People's Congress. The basic dynamic
of this situation seems to have been that the two groups within
the constellation of political forces around the Premier which were
being deprived of political power -- the Party radicals, and the
military -- were invoking various domestic and foreign policy
issues to defend their positions:
The radical faction attacked educational policy, the liberalization of culture and the arts, and heightened interaction between
the PRC and the outside world in the areas of human contact and
trade. They criticized a de-politicized program of economic
development and abandonment of the policy of 11 self-reliance 11 for
the PRC in economic and defense matters. They criticized the Mao/Chou
policy of rehabilitating senior officials purged during the 1960s, and accused
these officials of wanting to destroy the positive benefits of Mao's Cultural
Revolution.
The military (along with some leaders within the Foreign
Ministry) began to criticize Mao's policy of tilting toward the
U.S. , particularly as the various Soviet/ American negotiations
associated with "detente" made it appear that the U.S. might be
"colluding" rather than "contending" with China's major security
threat, and as Congress rendered the Administration increasingly
passive in foreign affairs.
At certain points in time it appeared that the Party radicals and
military might successfully challenge the Mao/Chou policy line by
re-allying themselves to prevent the further erosion of
power positions. In the summer of 1973, just before the Tenth
Party Congress, Shenyang Military Region Commander Chen Hsilien seemed to support radical attacks on education policy; and in
the wake of China's military action against the Paracel Islands in
ear1y 19 74, Mao 1s wife seemed to bid for support from the military.
These two groups are not "natural" allies by general political
orientation, however, and each time they appeared to move toward
each other to protect their respective positions the moderate coalition
apparently prevented their coalescence.
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In late 1973 the Military Region Commanders were reshuffled to new territorial commands in a move -- brokered by Teng Hsiao-p 'ing -- which
cut off these powerful men from long-held organizational bases.
Teng seemed to have the respect of the military, although his active role
in reshuffling the territorial commanders may have generated some
grievances against him.
In late 1974 Teng was made Chief of Staff of the Army, and Party official
Chang Ch 'un-ch 'iao was appointed political commissar, further strengthening civilian control over the military (although perhaps reinforcing
a political tension between Teng and Chang). Both Teng and Chang
delivered major speeches to the National People's Congress in
January, 1975. Teng's statement contained a thinly veiled criticism
of the Cultural Revolution, while Chang defended the "newborn
things of socialism" which had grown from the purge of the 1960s.
Teng probably laid some of the groundwork for his current political
vulnerability in his critical remarks to the Congress. In contrast,
Chang's defense of the radicals' position may have been evidence of
some political strain between himself and Teng that has worked to the
Vice Premier's detriment in the current conflict.
In the summer of 1975 Teng and Defense Minister Yeh Chien-ying
convened a two-month long session of the Party's Military Affairs
Commission which produced decisions to streamline and heighten the
modernization of China's military services -- developments designed
to further professionalize the army, and perhaps "buy" their support
through the infusion of higher levels of funding for modern weapons
systems. Moreover, in the fall of 1975 Teng moved a long-time colleague from Szechuan Province to assume the role of commander of
the Peking Military Region and thus assure the security of "his 11
capital (although in the process displacing Chen Hsi -lien, who had
held that position since the command shuffle of late 1973).
In sum, by late 1975 all evidence was that Teng Hsiao-p 'ing was moving successfully to consolidate his political position, and was seeking
to back it up with support from China 1s military. At the same time,
there was continuing if muted evidence of opposition to this trend of events
from Party radicals. In late August they provoked a short-lived polemic
on the issue of granting "amnesty" to renegade officials (apparently
another indirect attack on Teng and others who the Vice Premier was
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restoring to positions of responsibility, such as former Chief of Staff
Lo Jui-ch'ing --also a purge victim of the Cultural Revolution-- who
reappeared in early August). Yet each time the political left tried to
build pressure against Teng through a public criticism campaign, the
Chou-Teng coalition was able to contain the attack.
This pattern began to repeat itself in November, 1975 with renewed criticism in the universities of a moderate education policy. A debate surfaced, but then seemed to recede as the target of the attack, Chou En-lai's
Minister of Education, made a pro-forma self-criticism. At the turn of the
year, however, the new year's day editorial launched a sharply worded
defense of the Cultural Revolution and attacked those who might seek
revenge for the purges of the late 1960s. And then on January 8 Chou
En-lai died, creating a fundamentally changed decision-making problem
for the Chinese leadership. Not only did they have to choose a replacement for the Premier, but as well fill three major positions on the Politburo
Standing Committee vacated by the deaths of Chou and two other senior
leaders in 1975. As the Politburo met in the second half of
January to vote on these positions, Teng Hsiao-p'ing -- by all
evidence in a strong, but challenged position for the Premiership -was blocked.
What happened? Our best estimate is that the Party's radical
faction, a constant source of resistance to Teng 's rehabilitation over
the preceding three or four years, finally gained allies in its effort
to prevent the man they had purged in 1967 from consolidating his
position -- and thus establishing himself in a role where eventually
he might wreak vengeance on them for their treatment of him during
the Cultural Revolution. We believe Teng may have given the radicals
temporary allies by alienating key people in the senior military
establishment-- particularly Chen Hsi-lien (now rumored to be acting
Defense Minister in place of the elderly and infirm Yeh Chien-ying).
In addition, Party leader Chang Ch'un-ch'iao may have withdrawn
support from Teng (if he ever backed him) --particularly in a situation
where there was no longer the ameliorating presence of Chou En-lai,
who had overseen Teng's rehabilitation and constructed before his death a
loose coalition of leaders composed ofrehabilitated and Cultural Revolution
Party officials, senior military commanders, and senior government cadre.
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The relatively youthful (mid-fifties) Hunan official Hua Kuo-feng -Politburo member, Minister of Security and of Agriculture -- seems to have
been chosen as a compromise candidate for the Premiership. He is not,
however, a clear favorite of the radicals, having been attacked in Peking
wall posters during 1974 for having suppressed leftist factions in Hunan
Province during his tenure there as Chairman of the Provincial Revolutionary Committee. There are even indirect indications that Hua himself may be under attack at this time by the leftists for emphasizing the
need for stability and economic development at the expense of "class
struggle. 11
Most importantly, the senior leadership remains unable to agree on
appointments to the three vacancies on the Politburo Standing
.Committee (or four, if Teng Hsiao-p 1ing has now lost this position) .
Teng 1s fate remains uncertain. He is under increasing attack in the
national media and has been vilified by name in some campus wall
posters, but we have no evidence at this time that the Vice Premier
has lost his key Party, government, or military positions. I believe
that it is now most unlikely that Teng can regain the Premiership or
even retain his State or military responsibilities. The key question
is whether the radicals will rest content with Teng 1s demise, or
whether they will press their attack against numerous other officials
rehabilitated since 1973 by Chou En-lai.

Peking in a Period of Political Turmoil
The evolution of Peking's immediate political situation is indeterminate.
A February 17 People's Daily article explicitly stated that the Central
Committee has been split by the issue of naming a successor to Premier
Chou and filling the vacant Politburo Standing Committee positions. It is
unlikely that Teng Hsiao-p'ing will go down without a fight, and we believe
there are many people in the central leadership who will be most reluctant
to see the attacking radicals gain the upper hand. Moreover, their
temporary allies in the military or Party apparatus are unlikely to be
firm supporters over an extended period of time.
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I believe there are two likely patterns of evolution of the present
situation:
Restabilization of the "Chou" Coalition. The radicals may
limit their current attack to Teng, but then pull back and accept a
restabilization of the loose coalition of rehabilitated and Cultural
Revolution cadre, State officials, and military which Chou En-lai put
together after 1970 and which presided uneasily over Peking's politics
until the Premier's death. This pattern would be evidenced by Teng 1s
demotion or demise, appointment of a mixture of leftist and moderate
leaders to the Politburo Standing Committee, and the emergence of
several new faces in the military hierarchy-- perhaps Chen Hsi-lien and
his supporters in the military. There must be strong pressures on the
leadership to prevent a serious blood-letting, and thus I believe there
is a substantial likelihood that even if Teng falls the coalition leadership
will be reconsolidated under Hua Kuo-feng.
The Moderates Take Revenge.
The radicals could overplay their
attack on Teng by seeking to purge other rehabilitated leaders, however,
and alienate their temporary allies in the military and Party. This could
stimulate a moderate counterattack against the left that would see the
demise of a number of radical leaders-- Mme. Mao, ideologue Yao Wenyuan, and young Wang Hung-wen.
We have firm evidence of Chairman Mao's displeasure with his wife's
political activities; and the radicals, who have now unleashed much
personal bitterness and the spectre of the country in renewed chaos, are
rather weak as an organized political force. They have access to the
national media through control of the propaganda ministry, and can
generate a voice in campus wall poster debates, but they control no troops
and face Party and state bureaucracies now rebuilt with many cadre who
had been purged during the Cultural Revolution. A current sign that
the moderates are trying to turn the attack back on the left is the appearance in Canton of posters critical of Mme. Mao for having revealed Party
secrets to an American historian in the summer of 1972.
The left is continuing to press its attack on Teng Hsiao-p'ing at this time;
but despite their effort to evoke the spirit of the Cultural Revolution in
media polemics and campus wall posters, I am impressed with the tentativeness of their attack. It is now a month since public attacks on the
"unrepentant capitalist reader" began, and Teng is still not mentioned
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by name in the national media, and the indirect attacks on him still do
not explicitly call for his ouster -- suggesting significant limits on the
power of the attackers. A continuing period of uncertainty on the personnel issues which have now split the leadership will indicate that the
radicals are unable to build support for their cause; and over time immobilism in Peking's political process resulting from the current situation
is likely to work against their effort to build a new leadership coalition
that will "defend the fruits of the Cultural Revolution."
China's military, in particular, seems to be seriously divided by the
current political in-fighting. If the leadership conflict deepens, the
army will play an increasingly important role as factional alignments
evolve. In this situation, the possibility of coup attempts cannot be
ruled out, although there is no evidence of such a development at this
time.
The Radicals Reshape the Succession. The least likely development of the current situation would be that the Chinese Communist Party's
leftist faction will consolidate its position, presumably with Chairman Mao's
blessing and on the basis of a coalition that includes key military
leaders. Chang Ch'un-ch'iao would probably be their candidate for the
Premiership. Such an evolution would very likely see the demise of
many of the state, military, and Party officials recently rehabilitated by
the late Premier Chou, and a heightened politicization of all aspects of
life in China. In such circumstances the country would likely draw back
from the active level of involvement with the world which characterized
the PRC's foreign policy under Chou En-lai.
We doubt that this is a likely future for Peking's political
scene, however, because Chiang Ch'ing and other radical leaders seem
to lack either the firm support of the Chairman or the ability to construct
a leadership coalition which will sustain a dominant position for themselves.

The Current Ambiguity of Chairman Mao's Position
Where does Chairman Mao stand in this current situation? The radicals
have clearly tried to make it appear that he is behind their attack on Teng,
yet the signs of unambiguous support for their position --the Chairman's
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personal and public identification with leftist leaders, or support for a
radical candidate for the Premiership and other posts on the Politburo
Standing Committee -- are not evident. We believe Mao has lost
considerable influence over the current situation, for he lacks the
physical capability to project himself in leadership debates and has
lost-- with the passing of Chou En-lai -- a close colleague who linked
him to the larger process of Peking's politics.
Some of the current uncertainty in Mao's position seems related to signs
of disagreement between the Chairman and other elements in the leadership which have been evident in muted form over the past several years.
The Lin Piao affair generated considerable strain between Mao and the
People's Liberation Army (PLA). Lin's coup attempt made the Chairman
highly distrustful of the military, and Mao sought to sharply limit their
political influence through the campaign of criticism of the dead Lin Piao
which was promoted throughout China in 1973-74. For their part, the
military blamed Mao for having personally selected Lin to play the key
role which he did during the Cultural Revolution, and for having let
him acquire such power.
This personal aspect of dispute between the Chairman and PLA was reinforced by disagreement over national security issues. At least some of the
military leadership seems to have taken the view that Mao's policy of maintaining a high level of tension with the Soviets while at the same time
tilting toward the U.S. was unnecessarily provocative to Moscow. As
SALT negotiations and Congressional constraints on the Administration's
foreign policy were enhanced after 1973, this argument probably
acquired greater force in internal leadership debates and made the
American connection increasingly controversial.
Mao's uncertain role in the leadership was emphasized by his long
absence from Peking between June of 1974 and April, 1975. The
Chairman remained off in the provinces (although he continued to
receive a flow of foreign visitors during this period) and played almost no visible role in the National People's Congress of January, 1975.
Mao's aloofness from the leadership scene may have been a reflection,
in part, of his disagreement with the conservative economic program
which was promulgated by the Congress. The fact that Chou En-lai
and Teng Hsiao-p'ing were so clearly behind the law-and-order approach
to accelerating the pace of China's economic growth at the National
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People's Congress (and given that Mao's only personal identification
with the event was to urge that workers be given the right to strike)
has suggested to some analysts that the Chairman had· significant
differences with the Premier and with Teng. This may have been true
to some degree (and there is good reason to believe that Mao's support
for Teng's rehabilitation was not the result of any personal affection
between the two, but out of a reco
tion of olitical nee
); •
Mao
gave visible support to Teng's rehabilitation, and that he has remained
aloof from leftist leaders.
The Chairman seemed to give more open support to the left in the
second half of 1973 when he received foreign visitors with young Wang
Hung-wen at the door. of his residence; ·ye~t by 1974 Wang ceased to play
his role as 11 doorkeeper 11 when Mao received for.eigners, and at this same
_time we began to receive a stream of indictions. that Mao was quite displeased with his wife's efforts to build a nati~nalleader"ship role for
·herself through promotion of her revolutionized Peking operas, appeals for support from the military,· and occasional public promotion
activities -- such as giving her life 1s story to an American woman
historian and playing an active role in hosting Imelda Marcos when
she visited China in September, 1974.
In sum, we believe that Mao's role in the current leadership situation
may be rather passive. The Chairman probably withdrew his support
from Teng Hsiao-p'ing when it became evident in late January that
the rehabilitated Vice Pr~mier was' unable to muster a substantial
margin of support within :the Politburo for the Premiership. Mao has been
reported as supporting the selection of Hua Kuo-ferig, although in a somewhat tentative way. As with the case of Lin Piao, Mao is in a difficult
position on the issue of Teng's future, for over the past three years he
has been p
identified with Teng's return to a
sition of national
leadership.
Party cadre
1
are grumbling a
s disruptive influence on the political process:
the left for his past backing of Chou's rehabilitation program; and the
right for his current failure to give active support to all that Chou had
built before he died.

Despite these indications of unhappiness with the Chairman, however, we
doubt that Mao ,is in danger of being repudiated by a leadership which"/···
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still needs him as a symbol of legitimacy. Mao continues to exercise a commanding role over foreign policy issues, and can probably still carry the
day on domestic matters of critical importance to him. We doubt that the
Chairman will throw his weight fully behind the Party radicals, for he is
sensitive to the need to prepare for his own succession by building a stable
leadership coalition, albeit one which will support foreign and domestic
programs which relfect his own policy preferences. All the same, the
left is clearly trying to use the Chairman, and may be playing on his
fears that Teng and other moderates will repudiate his leadership and
policies after he is gone .
In the present situation we can only watch for signs of the direction in
which Mao chooses to cast his influence, although one must add that the
Chairman 1 s death within the next year or two would seriously compound
the possibility of a major blood-letting within the Chinese leadership.
His passing, however, would probably be to the ultimate disadvantage of
the radicals, and give the military even greater influence over the evolution of the leadership lineup .
)

Impact of the Present Situation on Peking's Foreign Policy Orientation
Foreign policy issues have not been at the core of the political instability
now evident in Peking, although the continuing conflict among senior
leaders appears to be having some influence on the conduct of foreign
policy. As noted above, Mao appears to have been under some pressure
from elements within the military to lower the level of tension in the
Sino-Soviet dispute. It is from this perspective that the December 27
surprise release of three Russian helicopter crewmen who had been
held by PRG authorities for more than 18 months on charges of spying
appears to reflect the influence of those in Peking who want to lower
China's vulnerabilities to Soviet pressure. Given the recent evidence
of a significant military clash on the Sino-Soviet frontier in mid-October,
it appears that a very specific irritant stimulated the leadership in
Peking to make a conciliatory gesture to Moscow -- if not to throw the
Soviets off balance politically as they prepared for the 25th Party Congress.
(Two more speculative aspects of the border clash/helicopter crew
release situation are worthy of parenthetical comment: It is interesting
that neither the Soviets nor the Chinese have given any publicity to the
border clash. Indeed, the Russians have vociferously denied the existence
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of any problems on the border in recent propaganda, partly in reaction to
Chinese press articles emphasizing the need for heightened preparedness
by their militia in border areas far to the west of the October clash.
Presumably neither Moscow nor Peking wanted to create a situation
where the U.S. would feel it had heightened influence over its position
because of a deteriorating situation with respect to its primary adversary.
Secondly, given the indication that it was Chinese troops which were
"over the line" in the October clash, one can speculate that Mao-- as
in 1969 -- anxious to ensure that China remains on an anti -Soviet course,
directed more provocative border patrolling procedures in order to
provoke an incident which would sustain the controntation with the Soviets.
If this was the case, then the evident fact of pressure for a conciliatory
gesture toward Moscow, and of Mao having to back down by releasing
the helicopter crew, acquires heightened significance.)
Of related interest is the visit to China of Julie and David Eisenhower
at the time of the helicopter crew release, and the recent visit of·
former President Nixon at the time of the fourth anniversary of the
signing of the Shanghai Communique and the Soviet's 25th Party Congress.
I believe that Chairman Mao, who is the only one who could have initiated
the idea of a second Nixon visit, had three motives in mind in arranging
for the trip of the former President (something which had it origins in
the late summer and fall of last year):
Mao wanted to highlight to a domestic audience the continuing
commitment o£ the PRC to the Shanghai Communique and a tilt toward
the U.S. -- perhaps in the face of some pressure for a modification of
China's foreign policy orientation to one less provocatively hostile to
the Soviets. (While the visit was set up before the current internal
instability began, the Chairman probably took the occasion of
Mr. Nixon's presence to signal to the world his desire for continuity
in foreign policy despite the domestic conflict.)
Mao may also have wanted to provoke the Russians into a
reciprocally hostile posture (to mirror his own) at the time of their
25th Party Congress, and thus again undercut the argument of those within China who might call for a more flexible orientation toward Moscow.
The Chairman was also probably trying to signal to the U.S.
his desire for a strong anti-Soviet foreign policy in Washington (one
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which he associates with Mr. Nixon in the years ~ 972-73) and for
completion of the normalization process (which Mr. Nixon had indicated,
prior to his resignation, that he intended to do before 1976).
In short, I believe that the Soviet helicopter crew release and the Nixon
visit can be seen as indicators of countercurrents in Peking's debate
on foreign policy issues: There is some pressure, very likely from
elements within the military (although Mao hinted to the President in
December that this pressure was also coming from officials in the Foreign
Ministry and other "young people 11 critical of Huang Chen and
Foreign Minister Ch'iao Kuan-hua -- leaders identified with the
American connection) for an easing of tensions with the Soviets, and
perhaps for less of a tilt toward the U.S.
Mao, however, is trying to lock the country in to an irreversible and
inflexible anti-Soviet stand. In view of what some in China may
characterize as an increasingly passive American role in foreign
affairs, however, and with concern about a U.S. orientation to the
Soviets that is less overtly hostile than would serve China's interests,
and with heightened doubts about the U.S. commitment to complete
normalization, the Chairman may be having trouble sustaining his
position.
If there is one aspect of the current situation which is helpful to Mao
it is Soviet behavior in the wake of Chou En-lai's death. Moscow has
taken a clear position in propaganda directed against China of trying
to turn the positive sentiment for the "reasonable" and "pragmatic"
Chou against "madman Mao, 11 even to the degree of fabricating a last
will and testament of the Premier (floated in Japan) which hinted at the
need for renewed good relations with the Soviet Union. The Russians
have also suggested that Hua Kuo-feng is a man they might be able to talk
to. At the same time, Party Secretary Brezhnev took an inflexible line on
China in his 25th Congress speech, asserting the need for sustaining
an uncompromising struggle against Maoism as a political position
basically hostile to Marxism and the socialist camp. Brezhnev concluded
that if there is to be an improvement in Sino-Soviet relations, "the ball
· is in China 1s court. 11
Thus, Mao is likely to be able to point to recent Soviet actions as a
reaffirmation of his view that the Russians will inevitably try to manipulate China's internal politics to their own advantage-- and thus they
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must be kept at a distance -- and that Moscow is giving no indication of
changing its "revisionist" policies. Hence, the Chairman can argue, any
flexibility on Peking's part will only be read by the Russians as a
sign of weakness, or give Moscow an opening which will be used to
try to influence Peking's currently troubled political scene.

Implications for U.S. Policy
From the perspective of recent history, the period from late 1971
through the first half of 1973 was the time of maximum coordination in
the growth of our re-opened political dialogue with Peking. Unified
leaderships in both countries pursued common political and security
objectives -- and they each had the authority to act. This quality of
tacit coordination was lacking on the Chinese side in the years 1969-70,
until Mao and Chou gained the upper hand over internal opponents in
the summer of 1970; and it gradually weakened in the U.S. beginning
in the summer of 1973 as Watergate took hold of our domestic political
debate and Congress exercised an ever more inhibiting influence over
the Administration's conduct of foreign policy.
The tragedy of the current leadership conflict in China is that just as
the U.S. is moving to a renewed consensus on foreign affairs, and
backing it with strengthened executive authority, the Chinese are
themselves dissipating their political consensus through an increasingly
disruptive succession crisis.
Just as Peking could only passively watch the U.S. as the Watergate
crisis played itself out, we are now in a period where we can only watch
the evolution of the Chinese leadership struggle and hope that it does
not totally immobilize Peking's decision-making process --or (if Mao
were to die) generate a significantly modified foreign policy orientation.
The prospects do not seem great that the Chinese will turn back toward
the Russians even with Mao gone, or that the Soviets will overtly involve themselves in Peking's current leadership crisis; but it does
seem likely that the Chinese have entered a period where they will
find it difficult to take major political initiatives, or reach a consensus
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on contentious foreign policy choices. The most likely problem we
will have to face incur still fragile relationship with the PRC is the
Chinese withdrawing in upon themselves in a leadership blood-letting with
an accompanying dissipation of the Peking-Washington political dialogue.
What can the U.S. do in this situation? Some might argue that if we
were to resolve the Taiwan issue and complete normalization we could
hold the Chinese to the relationship built over the past five years.
While such a move might, indeed, make the U.S. connection less of a
point of controversy in Peking's current leadership turmoil, it would
only invite contempt from the Chinese if taken with an attitude of
concern about holding them to their "American tilt 11 and from a general
posture of passivity in foreign affairs due to continuing Congressional
constraints.
The most important thing the U.S. can do to regain the initiative
in its China policy is to reactivate a more assertive and coherent
foreign policy. The active search for positive agreements with both
Moscow and Peking, in combination with firm action to oppose aggressive Soviet behavior (as in Angola), can revitalize the dynamic in our
foreign policy which was most evident in 1972-73. In such a context,
the Chinese will both fear being isolated as we establish positive
agreements with Moscow, yet draw confidence from our ability to
oppose the Russians' outward thrusts. Such a posture on our part
would renew Chinese perceptions of the legitimacy of the Mao/Chou
foreign policy initiative toward the U.S.; and in such a context
normalization would be seen by Peking as a sign of American strength
and not weakness. (For their part, the Soviets can probably be counted
on to misplay their dealings with Peking, and thus sustain Chinese distrust of Russian intentions, which remains the driving force in Peking's
foreign policy in any event.)
Chairman Mao's invitation to Mr. Nixon, while galling for its impact
on our domestic political debate and degrading of public support for
a relationship with the PRC, was basically a sign that China still
looks to the U.S. for an active, anti -Soviet foreign policy, and wants
completion of the normalization process. If Mao does not die within
the next two years, and if we are able to pursue more forcefully our
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. own interests abroad, the U.S.- PRC relationship can regain some of
its previous vitality. Unfortunately, at present the probabilities have
greatly increased that China's current political conflict will dissipate
the energies and attention of PRC leaders on domestic feuding and the
country will become itself an increasingly passive factor on the world
scene.
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

March 3, 1976

General Scowcroft:
If you feel it would be useful, I could prepare
copies of this analysis for the President or
~ecretary Kissinger to be transmitted by
covering memos from you. Please indicate
your preference:
President Ford:
Yes

~

No

----

No

----

Secretary Kissinger:
Yes

----

I am also following up on this study by having
CIA do a more detailed analysis of the positions
the various senior Chinese leaders appear to be
taking in the current feud, and likely future
lineups in the Politburo.
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

ACTION
March 8, 1976
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MEMORANDUM FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT

~

Solomon~

FROM:

Richard H.

SUBJECT:

Copies of My China Analysis for the
President and Secretary Kissinger

Per your recent note (Tab C) I have prepared copies of my analysis
of political developments in China for the President and Secretary
Kissinger. These have been updated slightly to include such developments as the Canton wall poster attacks on Mao's wife, and the
indirect indications that Hua Kuo-feng might be under some criticism
from the left.
Given your desire to get a copy of the analysis to the President
"right away, 11 I have covered the study with a brief memo from you
to the President (Tab A) summarizing the major findings. A similar
summary for Secretary Kissinger is at Tab B covering the full
analysis.
Recommendation:
That you sign the memoranda to the President (Tab A) and Secretary
Kissinger (Tab B) .
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM FOR
THE SECRETARY OF STATE
SUBJECT:

Peking's Current Political Instability and
Its Import for U.S.- PRC Relations

In view of recent surprising developments in the Peking political
scene --the unexpected announcement that a relatively unknown
leader, Hua Kuo-feng (rather than Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing),
has been appointed as acting Premier; the release in December of
a long-detained Soviet helicopter crew; and the February visit to
China of former President Nixon -- I have had a member of the
staff prepare for you an interpretive analysis.
The study at Tab A places the political turmoil now apparent in China
in the context of tensions within the leadership of the People's
Republic of China which have been evident in a general way since 1970.
It also suggests some implications of these recent developments for
the course of U.S.- PRC relations in the year ahead.
The study reaches the following major conclusions:
-- Teng Hsiao-p' ing, groomed for the Premiership since 1973 by
Mao and Chou but under continuing criticism from Party radicals,
was blocked in gaining the Premiership in January because he had
alienated key military leaders who have become temporary allies
of the Party's radical faction.
-- The outcome of the current conflict in Peking is indeterminate,
but the most likely developments are either, (a) once the radicals have
brought about Teng Hsiao-p'ing's demise they will draw back and work
within the coalition leadership which Chou En-lai built up over the past
several years, or (b) the radicals will overplay their attack on Teng
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and other rehabilitated leaders, alienate their temporary allies, and
produce a counter attack that will lead to their own fall. It seems
doubtful that the Party's leftist faction can dominate the Peking
political scene for a sustained period.
-- Mao Tse-tung 1 s role in the current leadership dispute is
ambiguous, probably because the Chairman is not in full control of
the situation. He has been aloof from various radical leaders in
recent years, and thus far has not given overt support for their
attack on Teng. He probably withdrew his backing from the Vice
Premier when he was unable to command sufficient support from the
Politburo for the Premiership, and he appears to have given at least
tentative support to Hua Kuo-feng.
Mao, however, has his differences with the leftist faction
and the military and may be playing a rather passive role in the
current conflict. At this point we are unable to tell how much the
Chairman is being used by the anti-Teng forces as opposed to siding
with them. Mao's physical frailty, difficulty in speaking, and personal
isolation (heightened by the death of his long-time associate Chou Enlai) increasingly weaken him as an active leadership force. His death
in the next year or two could compound the present instability in the
leadership.
-- The release of the Soviet helicopter crew last December, and
the recent visit to China of former President Nixon, are indicators
of political cross-currents on foreign policy issues. The military
and some others in Peking may be urging a less hostile orientation
toward the Soviets and greater aloofness from the U.S. Mao,
however, remains determined to keep the Russians at a distance and
strengthen relations with a U.S. that will actively counterweight the
Soviets abroad.
-- There is very little the U.S. can do to influence the PRC as
the current leadership feud plays itself out. We are passive observers
of that situation, as were the Chinese as they watched the unfolding of
Watergate. We are most likely to hold the Chinese to their foreign
policy course of dealing with us if we can reassert a more active
foreign policy that combines efforts to reach agreements that serve , ';:;..
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our interests with both Moscow and Peking, and at the same time
demonstrate a willingness to stand up to Soviet pressures.
Completion of normalization of U.S.- PRC relations might make
the relationship less vulnerable to criticism in China, but such a
move would invite contempt rather than respect if taken from a
position of weakness in foreign affairs, and with an attitude of
beseeching China to hold to its "American tilt. 11
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MEMORANDUM FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT

Solomon~

FROM:

Richard H.

SUBJECT:

Pekirtg's Current Political Instability and Its
Import for U.S.- PRC Relations

Recent developments in the Peking political scene -- the unexpected
announcement that a relatively unknown leader, Hua Kuo-feng
(rather than Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing), has been appointed as
acting Premier; the release in December of a long-detained Soviet
helicopter crew; and the February visit to China of former
President Nixon -- reflect some interesting developments in the
tensions within the leadership of the People's Republic of China
which have been evident in a general way since 1970. The following analysis
places the political turmoil now apparent in the Chinese capital, and
signs of some uncertainty in Peking 1 s foreign policy orientation, in the
context of these longer term trends. It also suggests some implications
of these recent developments for the course of U.S.- PRC relations in
the year ahead.
The study reaches the following major conclusions:
Teng Hsiao-p 'ing, groomed for the Premiership since 1973 by
Mao and Chou but under continuing criticism from Party radicals, was
blocked in gaining the Premiership in January because he had alienated
key military leaders who have become temporary allies of the Party's
radical faction.
The outcome of the current conflict in Peking is indeterminate,
but the most likely developments are either, (a) once the radicals
have brought about Teng Hsiao-p'ing's demise they will draw back and
work within the coalition leadership which Chou En-lai built up over
the past several years, or (b) the radicals will overplay their attack
on Teng and other rehabilitated leaders, alienate their temporary allies,
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and produce a counterattack that will lead to their own fall. It seems
doubtful that the Party's leftist faction can dominate the Peking
political scene for a sustained period.
Mao Tse-tung's role in the current leadership dispute is
ambiguous, probably because the Chairman is not in full control of the
situation. He has been aloof from various radical leaders in recent years,
and thus far has not given overt support for their attack on Teng. He
probably withdrew his backing from the Vice Premier when he was
unable to command sufficient support from the Politburo for the
Premiership, and he appears to have given at least tentative support to
Hua Kuo-feng. Mao, however, has his differences with the leftist faction and the military and may be playing a rather passive role in the
current conflict. His physical frailty, difficulty in speaking, and
personal isolation (heightened by the death of his longtime associate
Chou En-lai) increasingly weaken him as an active leadership force.
Mao's death in the next year or two could compound the present instability in the leadership.
The release of the Soviet helicopter crew last December, and
the :recent visit to China of former President Nixon, are indicators of
political cross-currents on foreign policy issues. The military and
some others in Peking may be urging a less hostile orientation toward
the Soviets and greater aloofness frofn the U.S . Mao, however, remains
determined to keep the Russians at a distance and strengthen relations
with a U.S. that will actively counterweight the Soviets abroad.
There is very little the U.S. can do to influence the PRC as the
current leadership feud plays itself out. We are passive observers of
that situation, as were the Chinese as they watched the unfolding of
Watergate. We are most likely to hold the Chinese to their foreign policy
course of dealing with us if we can reassert a more active foreign
policy that combines efforts to reach agreements that serve our interests
with both Moscow and Peking, and at the same time demonstrate a willingness to stand up to Soviet pressures. Completion of normalization of
U.S.- PRC relations might make the relationship less vulnerable to
criticism in China, but such a move would invite contempt rather than
respect if taken from a position of weakness in foreign affairs, and with
an attitude of beseeching China to hold to its "American tilt. 11
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Has a Coalition of Party Radicals and Military Leaders Upset
Chou En-lai' s Succession Plans?
By all evidence available to the USG, Chairman Mao and Premier Chou
En-lai personally led the process of rehabilitating Teng Hsiao-p'ing --who
had been purged in the spring of 1967 during the Cultural Revolution -and then gradually prepared him to assume the Premiership. Teng
first reappeared in April of 1973, not long after the Chinese leadership
had knowledge of Chou En-lai's illness with cancer. Teng's rehabilitation was not only part of a purposeful effort to prepare a smooth
succession to Chou's leadership position, but more generally to
accelerate the pace of rebuilding orderly processes of political and
economic administration within the PRC.
The Chinese Communist Party, and the organs of governmental
administration, had been destroyed during the Cultural Revolution of the
late 1960s when Chairman Mao, using a coalition of Party radicals
and military leaders headed by Defense Minister Lin Piao, removed
from power Party and state leaders opposed to his policies. By late
1968, however, Mao and other leaders who had weathered the Cultural
Revolution purge came to feel that the chaos of the preceding three
years had produced too much domestic social turmoil and economic
stagnation. They were concerned, moreover, that China was
vulnerable to a number of developments on the international scene -particularly the growing aggressiveness of the Soviet Union, as
had been demonstrated by Moscow's invasion of Czechosolvakia in
1968 and the deployment of a major military force on China 1s
northern frontier. Senior PRC leaders also feared that in view of
their advanced age, a disorderly succession crisis in Peking would
hold serious temptations for the Russians, who have a long record
of seeking to manipulate China's internal politics to their own
advantage.
In this context, Mao and Chou En-lai initiated in 1969 what has proven
to be a protracted and unstable process of realigning China's
foreign policy, rebuilding a Party and governmental system capable
of giving the PRC coherent political leadership, heightening the pace
of economic growth, and strengthening China's national security
against pressures from the Soviet Union. Resistance to this policy
trend has come primarily from the two groups who acquired power
during the Cultural Revolution: the military; and Party radicals,
symbolically led by Mao's own wife, Chiang Ch'ing.
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The initial breakthrough in this process for Mao and Chou came in the
summer of 1970 when the Chairman and Premier succeeded in purging
one of the major leaders of the Cultural Revolution's rad4.cal faction,
Ch 'en Po-ta. This was the first real weakening of the radical-military
political coalition which had grown beyond the Chairman's control.
A second major development occurred in the same period (the summer
of 1970) when Defense Minister Lin Piao was blocked in his effort to
establish himself as Chief of State of the PRC. Mao had been trying to
get Lin and the military out of politics and back into defense activities
well before the spring and summer of 1969, when several serious
border clashes with the Soviet Union transformed the Sino-Soviet
political feud into a military confrontation.
Mao might well have provoked them in order to heighten attention both worldwide and within
China to the Soviet menace, and to create pressure on the Chinese
army for a return to purely military pursuits.
· ·
After the p_urge of the summer of 1970, Mao and Chou moved to
establish contact with the Nixon administration, which had been
signalling its interest in an, authoritative dialogue with the PRC since
1969. They also kept p_olitical press~re on Lin Piao, which stimulated
~ the Defense Minister to plot a coup aginst thE! Chairman. It was the
~~discovery of this plotting which led to Lin Piao's surprise flight to
Mo;ngolia in September, 1971·. a "defection" which was aborted when
Lin 1 s plane ran out of ·fuel and crashed, killing all aboard.
Subsequent to the Lih affair_-- throughout 1972 and during the first
half of 1973 -- Mao and Chou pressed their domestic and foreign policy
lines without much opposition. President Nixon 1s visit to Peking in
February, 1972, and China's normalization of relations with Japan in
September, "tilted" Peking's international orientation toward the West.
Domestically, the Chairman and Premier proceeded to rebuild the
Party organization and restaff governmental positions which had been
inactive since the late 1960s. This effort at institutionalization was
symbolized by the convening of the Tenth Party Congress in the
late summer of 1973, and the subsequent holding of a National People's
Congress (in January, 1975).
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'In the month preceding the 1973 Party Congress, however, signs of
overt opposition to the "centrist" political coalition around Premier Chou
became evident in China 1s national media. .There were attacks on
Chou's rationalized educational policy; and certain military leaders
seemed to side with the Party's leftist faction. There was veiled criticism
. of the policy of bringing back to office officials purged during the Cultural
Revolution (such as Teng Hsiao-p'ing, who had reappeared in public
several months earlier). It appeared that Party radicals and military
leaders might be making common cause in a behind-the-scenes effort
to prevent Mao and Chou from further eroding their positions.
In foreign affairs, the summer of 1973 also saw the fi.rst signs of pressure against our new relationship with the PRC: Chinese cultural and
scientific delegations which had visited the 'G .S. were criticized
upon their return for being too favorably impress~d with what they
had seen in America. The Foreign Ministry expressed opposition to
the Marine guards at our Liaison Office (ultimately expelli-ng them in
April, 1974). In the wake of the Congressional cut-off of funds for
the Cambodian bombing operation, the-Chinese reneged on their
offer to assist us in working out a negotiated resolution of the
Cambodian conflict; and they forced ~postponement of Secretary
_Kissinger's planned August, 1973 trip to Peking.
~-~the Nixon Administration's detente negotiations with
the Soviets --particularly th~ treaty on prevention. of nuclear war -was generating growing concern within the Chinese leadership (as
we knew privately from protests whic:=h Peking passed to us through
secret' diplomatic contacts).
·
In short, during the second half of 1973 signs of dissention in China's
political debate on both domestic and foreign policy issues began to
surface. These indications of contention within the top leadership
have grown in intensity over the subsequent three years in the context of a series of campaigns of criticism of "Lin Piao and Confucius, 11
attacks on one of Mao's favorite novels and on Chou En-lai 1s educational policy, and in organizational preparations for the Tenth Party
Congress and the National People's Congress. The basic dynamic
of this situation seems to have been that the two groups within
the constellation of political forces around the Premier which were
being deprived of political power -- the Party radicals, and the
military -- were invoking various domestic and foreign policy
issues to defend :their positions:
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The radical faction attacked educational policy, the liberalization of culture and the arts, and heightened interaction between
the PRC and the outside world in the areas of human contact and
trade. They criticized a de-politicized program of economic
development and abandonment of the policy of "self-reliance" for
the PRC in economic and defense matters. They criticized the Mao/
Chou policy of rehabilitating senior officials purged during the
Cultural Revolution.
The military (along with some leaders within the Foreign
Ministry) began to criticize Mao's policy of tilting toward the
U.S., particularly as the various Soviet/American negotiations
associated with "detente" made it appear that the U.S. might be
"colluding" rather than "contending" with China's major security
threat, and as Congress rendered the Administration increasingly
passive in foreign affairs.
At certain points in time it appeared that the Party radicals and
military might successfully challenge the Mao/Chou policy line by
re-allying themselves to prevent the further erosion of their
power positions. In the summer of 1973, just before the Tenth
Party Congress, Shenyang Military Region Commander Chen Hsilien seemed to support radical attacks on education policy; and in
the wake of China's military action against the Paracel Islands in
ear1y 197 4, Mao 1s wife seemed to bid for support from the military .
These two groups are not "natural" allies by general political
orientation, however, and each time they appeared to move toward
each other to protect their respective positions the moderate coalition
apparently prevented their coalescence.
In late 1973 the Military Region Commanders were reshuffled to new territorial commands in a move -- brokered by Teng Hsiao-p'ing --which
cut off these powerful men from long-held organizational bases.
Teng seemed to have the respect of the military, although his active role
in reshuffling the territorial commanders may have generated some
grievances against him.
In late 1974 Teng was made Chief of Staff of the Army, and Party official
Chang Ch 1un-ch 1iao was appointed political commissar, further strengthening civilian control over the military (although perhaps reinforcing
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a political tension between Teng and Chang). Both Teng and Chang
delivered major speeches to the National People's Congress in
January, 1975. Teng's statement contained a thinly veiled criticism
of the Cultural Revolution, while Chang defended the "newborn
things of socialism" which had grown from the purge of the 1960s.
Teng probably laid some of the groundwork for his current political
vulnerability in his critical remarks to the Congress. In contrast,
Chang's defense of the radicals' position may have been evidence of
some political strain between himself and Teng that has worked to the
Vice Premier's detriment in the current conflict.
In the summer of 1975 Teng and Defense Minister Yeh Chien-ying
convened a two-month long session of the Party's Military Affairs
Commission which produced decisions to streamline and heighten the
modernization of China's military services -- developments designed
to further professionalize the army, and perhaps "buy" their support
through the infusion of higher levels of funding for modern weapons
systems. Moreover, in the fall of 1975 Teng moved a long-time colleague from Szechuan Province to assume the role of commander of
the Peking Military Region and thus assure the security of "his"
capital (although in the process displacing Chen Hsi-lien, who had
held that position since the command shuffle of late 1973).
In sum, by late 1975 all evidence was that Teng Hsiao-p'ing was moving successfully to consolidate his political position, and was seeking
to back it up with support from China 1s military. At the same time,
there was continuing if muted evidence of opposition to this trend of events
from Party radicals. In late August they provoked a short-lived polemic
on the issue of granting "amnesty" to renegade officials (apparently
another indirect attack on Teng and others who the Vice Premier was
restoring to positions of responsibility, such as former Chief of Staff
Lo Jui-ch 'ing -- also a purge victim of the Cultural Revolution -- who
reappeared in early August). Yet each time the political left tried to
build pressure against Teng through a public criticism campaign, the
Chou-Teng coalition was able to contain the attack.
This pattern began to repeat itself in November, 1975 with renewed criticism in the universities of a moderate education policy. A debate surfaced, but then seemed to recede as the target of the attack, Chou En-lai's
Minister of Education, made a pro-forma self-criticism. At the turn of the
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year, however, the new year's day editorial launched a sharply worded
defense of the Cultural Revolution and attacked those who might seek
revenge for the purges of the late 1960s. And then on January 8 Chou
En-lai died, creating a fundamentally changed decision-making problem
for the Chinese leadership. Not only did they have to choose a replacement for the Premier, but as well fill three major positions on the Politburo
Standing Committee vacated by the deaths of Chou and two other senior
leaders in 1975. As the Politburo met in the second half of
January to vote on these positions, Teng Hsiao-p'ing --by all
evidence in a strong, but challenged position for the Premiership -was blocked.
What happened? Our best estimate is that the Party's radical
faction, a constant source of resistance to Teng's rehabilitation over
the preceding three or four years, finally gained allies in its effort
to prevent the man they had purged in 1967 from consolidating his
position-- and thus establishing himself in a role where eventually
he might wreak vengeance on them for their treatment of him during
the Cultural Revolution. We believe Teng may have given the radicals
temporary allies by alienating key people in the senior military
establishment -- particularly Chen Hsi-lien (now rumored to be acting
Defense Minister in place of the elderly and infirm Yeh Chien-ying).
In addition, Party leader Chang Ch'un-ch'iao may have withdrawn
support from Teng (if he ever backed him) --particularly in a situation
where there was no longer the ameliorating presence of Chou En-lai,
who had overseen Teng's rehabilitation and constructed before his death a
loose coalition of leaders composed of rehabilitated and Cultural Revolution
Party officials, senior military commanders, and senior government cadre.
The relatively youthful (mid-fifties) Hunan official Hua Kuo-feng -Politburo member, Minister of Security and of Agriculture -- seems to have
been chosen as a compromise candidate for the Premiership. He is not,
however, a clear favorite of the radicals, having been attacked in Peking
wallposters during 1974 for having suppressed leftist factions in Hunan
Province during his tenure there as Chairman of the Provincial
Revolutionary Committee. More importantly, the senior leadership has
as yet been unable to agree on appointments to the three vacancies on the
Politburo Standing Committee (or four, if Teng Hsiao-p 1ing has now lost
this position) .
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Teng 1s fate remains uncertain. He is under increasing attack in the
national media and has been vilified by name in some campus wall
posters, but we have no evidence at this time that the Vice Premier
has lost his key Party, government, or military positions. I believe
that it is now most unlikely that Teng can regain the Premiership or
even retain his State or military responsibilities. The key question
1
is whether the radicals will rest content with Teng s demise, or
whether they will press their attack against numerous other officials
rehabilitated since 1973 by Chou En-lai.

Peking in a Period of Political Turmoil
The evolution of Peking's immediate political situation is indeterminate.
A February 17 People's Daily article explicitly stated that the Central
Committee has been split by the issue of naming a successor to Premier
Chou and filling the vacant Politburo Standing Committee positions. It is
unlikely that Teng Hsiao-p 1ing will go down without a fight, and we believe
there are many people in the central leadership who will be most reluctant to
see the attacking radicals gain the upper hand. Moreover, their
temporary allies in the military or Party apparatus are unlikely to
be firm supporters over an extended period of time.
I believe there are two likely patterns of evolution of the present
situation:
Restabilization of the 11 Chou 11 Coalition. The radicals may
limit their current attack to Teng, but then pull back and accept a
restabilization of the loose coalition of rehabilitated and Cultural
Revolution cadre, State officials, and military which Chou En-lai put
1
together after 1970 and which presided uneasily over Peking s politics
until the Premier's death. This pattern would be evidenced by Teng's
demotion or demise, appointment of a mixture of leftist and moderate
leaders to the Politburo Standing Committee, and the emergence of
several new faces in the military hierarchy-- perhaps Chen Hsi-lien and
his supporters in the military. There must be strong pressures on the
leadership to prevent a serious blood-letting, and thus I believe there
is a substantial likelihood that even if Teng falls the coalition leadership
will be reconsolidated under Hua Kuo-feng.
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The Moderates Take Revenge.
The radicals could overplay their
attack on Teng by seeking to purge other rehabilitated leaders, however,
and alienate their temporary allies in the military and Party. This could
stimulate a moderate counterattack against the left that would see the
demise of a number of radical leaders-- Mme. Mao, ideologue Yao Wenyuan, and young Wang Hung-wen.
We have firm evidence of Chairman Mao's displeasure with his wife's
political activities; and the radicals, who have now unleashed much
personal bitterness and the spectre of the country in renewed chaos, are
rather weak as an organized political force. They have access to the
national media through control of the propaganda ministry, and can
generate a voice in campus wall poster debates, but they control no troops
and face Party and state bureaucracies now rebuilt with many cadre who
had been purged during the Cultural Revolution.
The left is continuing to press its attack on Teng Hsiao-p 'ing at this time;
but despite their effort to evoke the spirit of the Cultural Revolution in
media polemics and campus wall posters, I am impressed with the tentativeness of their attack. It is now a month since public attacks on the
"unrepentant capitalist roader" began, and Teng is still not mentioned
by name in the national media, and the indirect attacks on him still do
not explicitly call for his ouster -- suggesting significant limits on the
power of the attackers. A continuing period of uncertainty on the personnel issues which have now split the leadership will indicate that the
radicals are unable to build support for their cause; and over time immobilism in Peking's political process resulting from the current situation
is likely to work against their effort to build a new leadership coalition
that will "defend the fruits of the Cultural Revolution. 11
China's military, in particular, seems to be seriously divided by the
current political in-fighting. If the leadership conflict deepens, the
army will play an increasingly important role as factional alignments
evolve. In this situation, the possibility of coup attempts cannot be
ruled out, although there is no evidence of such a development at this
time.
The Radicals Reshape the Succession. The least likely development of the current situation would be that the Chinese Communist Party's
leftist faction will consolidate its position, presumably with Chairman Mao's
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blessing and on the basis of a coalition that includes key military
leaders. Chang Ch'un-ch 1iao would probably be their candidate for the
Premiership. Such an evolution would very likely see the demise of
many of the state, military, and Party officials recently rehabilitated by
the late Premier Chou, and a heightened politicization of all aspects of
life in China. In such circumstances the country would likely draw back
from the active level of involvement with the world which characterized
the PRC 1s foreign policy under Chou En-lai.
We doubt that this is a likely future for Peking's political
scene, however, because Chiang Ch'ing and other radical leaders seem
to lack either the firm support of the Chairman or the ability to construct
a leadership coalition which will sustain a dominant position for themselves.

The Current Ambiguity of Chairman Mao's Position
Where does Chairman Mao stand in this current situation? The radicals
have clearly tried to make it appear that he is behind their attack on Teng,
yet the signs of unambiguous support for their position -- the Chairman's
personal and public identification with leftist leaders, or support for a
radical candidate for the Premiership and other posts on the Politburo
Standing Committee -- are not evident. We believe Mao has lost
considerable influence over the current situation, for he lacks the
physical capability to project himself in leadership debates and has
lost -- with the passing of Chou En-lai -- a close colleague who linked
him to the larger process of Peking's politics.
Some of the current uncertainty in Mao's position seems related to signs
of disagreement between the Chairman and other elements in the leadership which have been evident in muted form over the past several years.
The Lin Piao affair generated considerable strain between Mao and the
People's Liberation Army (PLA). Lin's coup attempt made the Chairman
highly distrustful of the military, and Mao sought to sharply limit their
political influence through the campaign of criticism of the dead Lin Piao
which was promoted throughout China in 1973-74. For their part, the
military blamed Mao for having personally selected Lin to play the key
role which he did during the Cultural Revolution, and for having let
him acquire such power.
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This personal aspect of dispute between the Chairman and PLA was reinforced by disagreement over national security issues. At least some of the
military leadership seems to have taken the. view that Ma-o's policy of maintaining a high level of tension with the Soviets while at the same time
tilting toward the U.S. was unnecessarily provocative to Moscow. As
· SALT negotiations and Congressional constraints on the Administration 1s
foreign policy were enhanced after 1973, this argument probably
acquired greater force in internal leadership debates and made the
American connection increasing! y controversial.
Mao's uncertain role in the leadership was emphasized by his long
absence from Peking between June of 1974 and April, 1975. The
Chairman remained off in the provinces (although he continued to
receive a flow of foreign visitors during this~period) and played almost no visible role in the National People's Cong:r:ess of January, 1975.
Mao's aloofness from the leadership scene may ha:ve 'been a reflection,
in part, of his disagreement with the conservative econom'i.c program
which was promulgated by the Congress. The fact that Chou En-lai
and Teng Hsiao-p'ing were so clearly behind the law-and-order approach
to accele·rating the pace of <;::hina 's economic growth at the National
People's Congress (and given that M«+o's only personal identification
-:with the event was to urge that workers be given the right to strike)
has suggested to some: analysts that the Chairman had significant
differences with the Premier and with Teng. This may have been true
to some degree (and there is good reason to believe that Mao's support
for Teng's rehabilitation was'not the,result of any personal affection
between the two, but out of~ recognition of
tical necessity);.
Mao
e support to Teng s r .... u.c..._..,.. .u
aloof from leftist leaders.
The Chairman seemed to give more open support to the left in the
second half of 1973 when he received foreign visitors with young Wang
Hung-wen at the door of his residence; yet by 1974 Wang ceased to play
his role as "doorkeeper" when Mao received foreigners, and at this same
time we began to receive a stream of indictions that Mao was quite displeased with his wife's efforts to build a national leadership role for
herself through promotion of her revolutionized Peking operas, appeals for support from the military, and occasional public promotion
activities-- such as giving her life's story to an American woman
historian and playi~g an active role in hosting Imelda Marcos when
she visited China'in Sept~mber, 1974.
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In sum, we believe that Mao's role in the current leadership situation
may be rather passive. The Chairman probably withdrew his support
from Teng Hsiao-p'ing when it became evident in late January that
the rehabilitated Vice Premier was unable to muster a substantial
margin of support within the Politburo for the Premiership. Mao has been
reported as supporting the selection of Hua Kuo-feng, although in a somewhat tentative way. As with the case of Lin Piao, Mao is in a difficult
position on the issue of Teng's future, for over the past three years he
has been publicly identified with Teng's return to a
sition of national
leadership.
Party cadre
are grumblin
rup
on the p itical process:
the left for his past backing of Chou's rehabilitation-program; and the
right for his current failure to give active support to all that Chou had
built before he died.
~
Despite these indications of unhappiness with th~ Chairman·, however, we
doubt that Mao is in danger of being repudiated by a leadership which
still needs him as a symbol of legitimacy. Mao continues to· exercise a commanding role over foreign policy issues, and can probably still carry the
day on domestic matters of critical importance to him. We doubt that the
Chairman will throw his weight fully! behind the Party radicals, for he is
.::, sensitive to the need to prep~re for his own succession by building a stable
leadership coalition, albeifone which will supportforeign and domestic
programs which relfect his own policy preferences.
In the. present situatj.on we cim only ~atch for signs of the direction in
which Mao chooses tO cast his influence, although one must add that the
Chairman's death within the next year or two would seriously compound
the possibility of a major blood-letting within the Chinese leadership.
His passing, however, would probably be to the ultimate disadvantage of
the radicals, and give the military even greater influence over the evolution of the leadership lineup.

Impact of the Present Situation on Peking's Foreign Policy Orientation
Foreign policy issues have not been at the core of the political instability
now evident in Peking, although the continuing conflict among senior
leaders appears to be having some influence on the conduct of foreign
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policy. As noted above, Mao appears to have been under some pressure
from elements within the military to lower the level of tension in the
Sino-Soviet dispute. It is from this perspective that the December 27
surprise release of three Russian helicopter crewmen who had been
held by PRC authorities for more than 18 months on charges of spying
appears to reflect the influence of those in Peking who want to lower
China's vulnerabilities to Soviet pressure. Given the recent evidence
of a significant military clash on the Sino-Soviet frontier in mid-October,
it appears that a very specific irritant stimulated the leadership in
Peking to make a conciliatory gesture to Moscow -- if not to throw the
Soviets off balance politically as they prepared for the 25th Party Congress.
(Two more speculative aspects of the border clash/helicopter crew
release situation are worthy of parenthetical comment: It is interesting
that neither the Soviets nor the Chinese have given any publicity to the
border clash. Indeed, the Russians have vociferously denied the existence
of any problems on the border in recent propaganda, partly in reaction to
Chinese press articles emphasizing the need for heightened preparedness
by their militia in border areas far to the west of the October clash.
Presumably neither Moscow nor Peking wanted to create a situation
where the U.S. would feel it had heightened influence over its position
because of a deteriorating situation with respect to its primary adversary.
Secondly, given the indication that it was Chinese troops which were
"over the line 11 in the October clash, one can speculate that Mao -- as
in 1969 -- anxious to ensure that China remains on an anti-Soviet course,
directed more provocative border patrolling procedures in order to
provoke an incident which would sustain the controntation with the Soviets.
If this was the case, then the evident fact of pressure for a conciliatory
gesture toward Moscow, and of Mao having to back down by releasing
the helicopter crew, acquires heightened significance.)
Of related interest is the visit to China of Julie and David Eisenhower
at the time of the helicopter crew release, and the recent visit of
former President Nixon at the time of the fourth anniversary of the
signing of the Shanghai Communique and the Soviet's 25th Party Congress.
I believe that Chairman Mao, who is the only one who could have initiated
the idea of a second Nixon visit, had three motives in mind in arranging
for the trip of the former President (something which had it origins in
the late summer and fall of last year):
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Mao wanted to highlight to a domestic audience the continuing
commitment of the PRC to the Shanghai Communique and a tilt toward
the U.S. -- perhaps in the face of some pressure for a modification of
China's foreign policy orientation to one less provocatively hostile to
the Soviets.
Mao may also have wanted to provoke the Russians into a
reciprocally hostile posture (to mirror his own) at the time of their
25th Party Congress, and thus again undercut the argument of those within China who might call for a more flexible orientation toward Moscow.
The Chairman was also probably trying to signal to the U.S.
his desire for a strong anti -Soviet foreign policy in Washington (one
which he associates with Mr. Nixon in the years 1972-73) and for
completion of the normalization process (which Mr. Nixon had indicated,
prior to his resignation, that he intended to do before 1976).
In short, I believe that the Soviet helicopter crew release and the Nixon
visit can be seen as indicators of countercurrents in Peking's debate
on foreign policy issues: There is some pressure, very likely from
elements within the military (although Mao hinted to the President in
December that this pressure was also coming from officials in the Foreign
Ministry and other "young people" critical of Huang Chen and
Foreign Minister Ch'iao Kuan-hua -- leaders identified with the
American connection) for an easing of tensions with the Soviets, and
per haps for less of a tilt toward the U . S . Mao, however, is trying to
lock the country into an irreversible and inflexible anti-Soviet stand.
In view of what some in China may characterize as an increasingly
passive American role in foreign affairs, however, and with
concern about a U.S. orientation to the Soviets that is less overtly
hostile than would serve China 1 s interests, and with heightened
doubts about the U.S. commitment to complete normalization, the
Chairman rna y be having trouble sustaining his position.
If there is one aspect of the current situation which is helpful to Mao
it is Soviet behavior in the wake of Chou En-lai 1 s death. Moscow has
taken a clear position in propaganda directed against China of trying
to turn the positive sentiment for the "reasonable" and 11 pragmatic 11
Chou against "madman Mao, 11 even to the degree of fabricating a last
will and testament of the Premier (floated in Japan) which hinted a~ the
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need for renewed good relations with the Soviet Union. The Russians
have also suggested that Hua Kuo-feng is a man they might be able to talk
to. At the same time, Party Secretary Brezhnev took an inflexible line on
China in his 25th Congress speech, asserting the need for sustaining
an uncompromising struggle against Maoism as a political position
basically hostile to Marxism and the socialist camp. Brezhnev concluded
that if there is to be an improvement in Sino-Soviet relations, "the ball
is in China's court. 11
Thus, Mao is likely to be able to point to recent Soviet actions as a
reaffirmation of his view that the Russians will inevitably try to manipulate China's internal politics to their own advantage -- and thus they
must be kept at a distance -- and that Moscow is giving no indication of
changing its "revisionist" policies. Hence, the Chairman can argue, any
flexibility on Peking's part will only be read by the Russians as a
sign of weakness, or give Moscow an opening which will be used to
try to influence Peking's currently troubled political scene.

Implications for U.S. Policy.
From the perspective of recent history, the period from late 1971
through the first half of 1973 was the time of maximum coordination in
the growth of our re-opened political dialogue with Peking. Unified
leaderships in both countries pursued common political and security
objectives -- and they each had the authority to act. This quality of
tacit coordination was lacking on the Chinese side in the years 1969-70,
until Mao and Chou gained the upper hand over internal opponents in
the summer of 1970; and it gradually weakened in the U.S. beginning
in the summer of 1973 as Watergate took hold of our domestic political
debate and Congress exercised an ever more inhibiting influence over
the Administration's conduct of foreign policy.
The tragedy of the current leadership conflict in China is that just as
the U.S. is moving to a renewed consensus on foreign affairs, and
backing it with strengthened executive authority, the Chinese are
themselves dissipating their political consensus through an increasingly
disruptive succession crisis .
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Just as Peking could only passively watch the U.S. as the Watergate
crisis played itself out, we are now in a period where we can only watch
the evolution of the Chinese leadership struggle and hope that it does
not totally immobilize Peking's decision-making process -- or (if Mao
were to die) generate a significantly modified foreign policy orientation.
The prospects do not seem great that the Chinese will turn back toward
the Russians even with Mao gone, or that the Soviets will overtly involve themselves in Peking's current leadership crisis; but it does
seem likely that the Chinese have entered a period where they will
find it difficult to take major political initiatives, or reach a consensus
on contentious foreign policy choices. The most likely problem we
will have to face in our still fragile relationship with the PRC is the
Chinese withdrawing in upon themselves in a leadership blood-letting with
an accompanying dissipation of the Peking-Washington political dialogue.
What can the U.S. do in this situation? Some might argue that if we
were to resolve the Taiwan issue and complete normalization we could
hold the Chinese to the relationship built over the past five years.
While such a move might, indeed, make the U.S. connection less of a
point of controversy in Peking's current leadership turmoil, it would
only invite contempt from the Chinese if taken with an attitude of
concern about holding them to their "American tilt" and from a general
posture of passivity in foreign affairs due to continuing Congressional
constraints. The most important thing the U.S. can do to regain
the initiative in its China policy is to reactivate a more assertive
and coherent foreign policy. The active search for positive agreements
with both Moscow and Peking, in combination with firm action to oppose
aggressive Soviet behavior (as in Angola), can revitalize the dynamic
in our foreign policy which was most evident in 1972-73. In such a context,
the Chinese will both fear being isolated as we establish positive agreements with Moscow, yet draw confidence from our ability to oppose the
Russians' outward thrusts. Such a posture on our part would renew
Chinese perceptions of the legitimacy of the Mao/Chou foreign policy
initative toward the U.S.; and in such a context normalization would be
seen by Peking as a sign of American strength and not weakness. (For
their part, the Soviets can probably be counted on to misplay their dealings
with Peking, and thus sustain Chinese distrust of Russian intentions, which
remains the driving force in Peking's foreign policy in any event.)
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Chairman Mao's invitation to Mr. Nixon, while galling for its impact
on our domestic political debate and degrading of public support for
a relationship with the PRC, was basically a sign that China still
looks to the U.S. for an active, anti-Soviet foreign policy, and wants
completion of the normalization process. If Mao does not die within
the next two years, and if we are able to pursue more forcefully our
own interests abroad, the U.S.- PRC relationship can regain some of
its previous vitality. Unfortunately, at present the probabilities have
greatly increased that China's current political conflict will dissipate
the energies and attention of PRC leaders on domestic feuding and the
country will become itself an increasingly passive factor on the world
scene.
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1455
March 18, 1976
MEMORANDUM FOR BILL NICHOLSON

Da~

FROM:

Jeanne W.

SUBJECT:

Thomas Gates Appointment

This is to confirm that Thomas Gates has been contacted and that
he will be in to see the President tomorrow at 10:15 AM.

cc: Nell Yates
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

\
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MEMORANDUM

'

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
ACTION
March 11, 1976

UM FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT

Solomon~

FROM:

Richard H.

SUBJECT:

Schedule Proposal for Presidential Meeting
with Thomas Gates

The schedule propos 1 for your signature at Tab A recommends to the
President that he hol a brief meeting with Thomas Gates, our
new Liaison Office Chie in Peking. I believe such a meeting is
important both for Mr.
tes' sense of his new job, and to signal to the
Chinese that our new Liai on Office Chief has access to the President.
You may also wish to arran
for a session between Mr. Gates and
yourself just prior to or after the meeting with the President. If you will
indicate your preference belo I will make arrangements for such a meeting and prepare a talker for it
well as for the Presidential call.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
That you sign the schedule proposal at Tab A.
That you meet separately with Mr. Gat
Just before the meeting with the
Yes

----

No

----

That you host a lunch for him on Tues ay, March 23 (State suggests
this is a free day in Mr. Gates' schedu
Yes
Other:

----

No

----

1455
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASI;ilNGTON

SCHEDULE PROPOSAL
DATE:
FROM:
Brent Scowcroft
Bill Nicholson
VIA:

MEETING:

To meet the new head of our Liaison Office in
Peking, Thomas Gates, and to give him your
views and guidance on U.S.- PRC relations.

DATE:

The week of March 22, preferably March 24, 25,
or 26.

PURPOSE:

To give your personal support and backing to
Thomas Gates, the new Chief of our Liaison
Office in Peking.

FORMAT:

- val Office
omas Gates, Brent Scowcroft
-20 minutes

SPEECH MATERIAL:

g points will be provided for your meeting
r. Gates.

PRESS COVERAGE:

White House Photographer.

STAFF:
RECOMMEND:
OPPOSED:
PREVIOUS
PARTICIPATION:

BACKGROUND:

None

meeting of the B
of Pennsylvania.

Gates on February 24, 1975 at a
rd of Trustees of the University

Mr. Gates, who was ecretary of Defense during
the Eisenhower Admin· stration, recently accepted
your offer to become h d of our Peking Liaison
Office. He will replace eorge Bush, who returned
from Peking in mid-Dece ber.
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WASHINGTON

-SEGRE'F
MEETING WITH THOMAS S. GATES
CHIEF-DESIGNATE OF THE U.S. LIAISON OFFICE IN PEKING
Friday, March 19, 1976
10:15 a.m. (30 Minutes)
The Oval Office

From: Brent

I.

Scowcroft~

PURPOSE
To express your personal support for Mr. Gates in his new
position as Chief of our PRC Liaison Office; to indicate your
interest in this important post; and to signal to the Chinese
Mr. Gates' personal access to you.

II.

ill.

BACKGROlND, PARTICIPANTS & PRESS ARRANGEMENTS
A.

Background: Mr. Gates, who was Secretary of Defense
during the last year of the Eisenhower Administration,
recently accepted your offer to become Chief of the U.S.
Liaison Office in Peking. He will replace George Bush,
who held that post from October 1974 to December 1975.

B.

Participants: Mr. Gates and Brent Scowcroft.

C.

Press Arrangements: Meeting to be announced.
photo session.

Press

TALKING POINTS
1.

I am extremely pleased that you have been able to accept
this important assignment. You are doing your country a
real service, and I personally appreciate it.

2.

You will be building on the work of two distinguished
incumbents, David Bruce and George Bush. They found
their stay in Peking to be quite fascinating; they helped to lay
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the groundwork for a relationship with the Chinese that
is still rather fragile, but exceptionally important to our
overall foreign policy.
3.

You will be going to Peking at a time when the Chinese internal
political scene is unstable. Apparently the death of Premier
Chou En-lai touched off a succession struggle. Brent
Scowcroft and his staff, and the other governmental agencies,
will give you our best assessment of the internal situation
before you go. But we will look to your mission to provide
us your own assessment of what is going on in their internal
political scene, and its implications for our relations with
the Chinese. Chairman Mao, who is now 83, will probably
also die before long; and that holds the prospect of even
greater internal instability.

4.

Mao is enfeebled, and apparently had a stroke which limits
his ability to speak; but he has a clear concept of world
political developments and what he wants for his country.
He also knows what he wants from us, which is pressure
against the Soviets.

5.

Mao has been behind the establishment of relations with the
U
since the current phase of contact began in 1970. The
Chairman's primary purpose in dealing with us is to encourage the U.S. to be a counterweight against Soviet
pressures. He wants us to maintain an active, antiSoviet policy which will put pressure on the Soviets from
Europe, the Middle East, South Asia and Japan.

6.

One of your problems will be to convince the Chinese of the
wisdom of our policy of pursuing negotiations with the Russians
on SALT and other security issues and developing commercial
and scientific ties, in combination with our defense efforts.

:s.

\\.· r: a;;·<'
·.~
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Our Soviet strategy is very complex in contrast to the frontal
approach the Chinese have taken; but it best serves our needs
and purposes.
7.

Our bilateral relations with Peking are not very active right
now. We have a minimal scientific and cultural exchange
program, and trade is about $400 million per year; but the
development of these relations is limited by a combination of
their internal political instability and concern about not
appearing too active with us until relations are fully normalized.
Mao and other senior leaders repeatedly told us that Taiwan is
a secondary issue in our relations, relative to the Soviet
problem, and that they are patient about the pace of normalization. But we believe they are under some pressure from other
elements in the leadership for more movement on the bilateral
political front. In any event, they would not want to appear to
be too eager on the Taiwan question as this would weaken their
bargaining position.

8.

We want the future of the island to be resolved peacefully.
My guess is that Peking will see it in its own advantage to have
the U.S. maintain some ties to Taiwan. They don't want the
island to go independent or move toward the Soviets. But we
have yet to work out with the PRC the details of a normalization agreement. I will appreciate your thinking on this subject,
as it may be one of the major issues we will have to confront
during your tenure in Peking.

9.

Over the coming year I anticipate that we will reduce our
military presence on Taiwan from its present level of about
2, 800 to something less than 1, 400. This will help to position
us for future developments, and indicate to Peking our good
faith on normalization.

10.

My appreciation to you again for taking this post. I know you
will do an outstanding job, and I hope this will be a worthwhile
personal experience to add to your distinguished career.
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MEMORANDUM FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT

Solomon~

FROM:

Richard H.

SUBJECT:

President's Meeting with Thomas S. Gates,
Friday, March 19, 1976

Attached is a talker for the President's meeting at 10: 15 a.m.,
March 19, 1976 with Thomas S. Gates, the Chief-designate of our
Liaison Office in Peking.
RECOMMENDATION:
That you forward the attached talker to the President.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

-8ECRET

MEETING WITH THOMAS S. GATES
CHIEF-DESIGNATE OF THE U.S. LIAISON OFFlCE IN PEKING
•
Friday, Mardt 19, 1976
10:15 a.m. (30 minutes)
The Oval Office
From:

I.

Brent Scowcroft

PURPOSE
To express your personal support for Mr. Gates in his new
position as Chief of our PRC Liaison Office; to indicate your
interest in this important post; and to slgnal to the Chinese
Mr. Gates' personal access to you.

11.

Ill.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS & PRESS ARRANGEMENI'S
j

A.

Background: Mr. Gates, who was Secretary of Defense during
the last year of the Eisenhower Administration, recently
accepted your offer to become Chief of the U.S. Liaison Office
in Peking. He will replace George Bush, who held that post
from October 1974 to December 1975.

B.

Participants:

C.

Press Arrangements: Wb:iise
to be announced. P~ ,+~

Mr. Gates and Brent Scowcroft.
UelU'i'

Pbo*osl'?pher.

~

Meeting

TALKING POINTS
1.

I am extremely pleased that you have been able to accept this
important assignment. You are doing your country a real
service, and I personally appreciate it.
~

2.

You will be building on the work of two distinguist.d incumbents,
David Bruce and George Bush. They found their \i.Hlee in Peking
to be quite fascinating; a!Mi 'ka&w they helped to lay the
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groundwork for a relationship with the Chine.$e that is still
rather fragile, but exceptionally important to our overall
foreign policy.
3.

You will be going to Peking at a time wh;en the Chinese internal
political scene is unstable. Apparently; the death of Premier
Chou En-lai touched off a n t; succession struggle. Brent
Scowcroft and his staff, and the other governmental agencies,
will give you our bes~.~essment of the internal situation
before you go. But wVook to your in.ission to provide us
your own assessment of what is goijlg on in their internal
political scene, and its implicatiOJ/s for our relations with the
Chinese. Chairman Mao, who is flow 83, will probably also
die before long; and that holds th~ prospect of even greater
internal instability.

~... o
4.
,a.,..,.....,~-t..,is

enfeebled,
d apparently had a stroke which
limits his ability to speak; but/he has a clear concept of world
political developments and whAt he wants for his country. He
also knows what he wants frojn us, which is pressure against
the Soviets. In t:be pa&t Uaefet!fSI essed tuterest m~eetingo"'With
a u.S is creta vy •' ~ deafi
Stuee ymt he!'~ this pdsltlon in -the
past, perhap& yen mis:M ee 6irvert an met oie" •• alt~hot!gh I
~ddn't a sarme H wiH hapqen 4"8' he doee :aett ftetll'led:Jy reeebe

•r

~?i!!ll!laelets.s

l

5.

Mao has been behind the e
blishment of relations with the
U.S. since the current pha;;e of contact began in 1970. The
Chairman's primary purpqse in dealing with us is to encourage
the U.S. to be a counterw~ight against Soviet pressures. He
dee& R&t &ee t:fte U.e. a:s -a:lf:'ttfeat ttY C1Ihm'a i!ICCl!!'i:l!y-, ~
wants us to maintain an ative, anti-Soviet policy which will put
pressure on the Soviets fr m Europe, the Middle East, South
Asia and Japan.

6.

One of your problems will be to convince the Chines e!:t! our
policy of pursuing negotiations with the Russians on SALT and
other security issues and developing commercial and scientific
ties, in combination with our defense efforts-' rep••ueftee the
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Lg¥

he-l:lrift We ..,.._nt to encourage
moderation in 1\.ussian behav~ ~!'their outward
pressures, and t the same time conv~ people
that we~ "SeeK:· g to reduce tensions. ~e~ake
i,t..c] e.a.r....t.Q.
at-the-Soviet1t are the tU5ftiJ5five
101Fce
'bhis j,& a complex sbahsy in contrast to the fr<Jhtal
approach the Chinese have taken; but it best serves out
needs and purposes.

beoti

7.

1·

~Chinese no doubt will give you their critique o£.'11 det~,

but~ not in our interest to take the Russians o
ntally.
As Secret~is singer will tell you, there i§..
ing that
will stimulate th& .Chinese to back away j.Pdfu us faster than a
period of high tensiori:' i.n Soviet-Am¢'Can relat"ons. They
would not want to get cru~ ~ween what tl~~ey call the two
11
superpowers. 11 We will d,9- best ,with Peking when we have
improving relations wi~oscow, and _at the same time demonstrate that we will stt(nd up to Soviet advent'llres abroad. Unfortunately, the .e'ongress cut the ground o'l,tt ~ under us on
Angola. T~hinese will be looking for signs of our ability to
act aga~ Moscow. Words alone will not impress them, but
th~ ~1 probably be pleased with my rej;ent down-playing of
tKe word 11 detente. 11
Our bilateral relations with Peking a r / not very active right
now. We have a minimal scientific arf.d cultural exchange
program, and trade is about $400 million per year; but the
development of these relations is lintited by a combination of
their internal political instability and concern about not
appearing too active with us until relations are fully normalized.
Mao and other senior leaders repef.tedly told us that Taiwan is a
secondary issue in our relations, telative to the Soviet problem,
and that they are patient about the pace of normalization. But
we believe they are under some pl.ressure from other elements
in the leadership for more move:Jjhent on the bilateral political
front. In any event., they would not want to appear to be too
eager on the Taiwan question a Ef this would weaken their
bargaining position.

I
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When I was in Pekjpg' last December I t~l~, ~ that we would
try to have s o¢' movement toward nor~a.,~.on next year.
We can't s~g them out much longeJ: 'CSn thiE¥ issue and assume
that the fudership in Peking ca.rffold its internal constituency
to _>heir current polic_x.. Af lhe same time, we have~ re~eme-gts q-g. t.he TaJwa.
Nlblern. We ant the future of the
island to be resolved peacefully, aftd we,wan~ m.ain'tatn
sMile ft>tnt or·m:neiieaa JU18Q&a&• eft't e island after. we
r~~E eking in.. o.,.rd e• to ma.inta:ci eentact-witB-theal!KQoritie_s,. f.ei litate trade and trav1_1, and matnt:ttn other
social qenta 'i'U. My guess is that Peking will see it in its
own advantage to have the U.S. ma ntain ~es to Taiwan.
They don't want the island to go i dependent or move toward
the Soviets. But we have yet to 'fork out with the PRC the
details of a normalization agree]hent. I will appreciate your
thinking on this subject, as it ryay be one of the major issues
we will have to confront durino/your tenure in Peking.
Over the coming year I antic~~ate that we will reduce our
military presence on Taiwa from its present level of about
2, 800 to something less tha 1,400. This will help to position
us for future developments and indicate to Peking our good
faith on normalization.

11.

4f·

You know that you have d"rect~o the White House
through special commu · hon channels, in add~"to your
State reporting ch
els If there are any is~ you want to
raise with m
ersonall , or particula ~ !>ensitive reporting
of conv
ations with ~taC leaders tha'( you want to keep out of
the ystem, do not hes{tate~ t...o communicate with me directly.
My appreciation to yo?: again for taking this post. I know you
an oatsta:nd~Ghiei;-' and I hope this will be a worthwhilel personal exper ·ence to add to your distinguished career.
will~

l
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.MEETING WITH THOMAS S. GATES
CHIEF·DESIGNATI: OJ' THE U.s. LIAISON OFFICE IN P.EKING
Friday, March 19, 1976
10cl5 a.m. (SO Mt.matea)
The Oval Offlce

rromr B Hnt Scoweroft

1.

PURPOSE

••tw•••

To
your pereonal tupport for WI'. Oatea ta bte a.w
oeltlo.tl •• Chief of our PR C Llaleoa Office1 to ln4i111111t your
lat.reet la thl1 importaaat oet; and to etaul to the CIWMee
Mr. Gatee' pereo.oal ace••• to yoa.
U.

W.

BACICCfBOUU~ 1

PAaTICIP.ANT8. PI\J:SS Alt.ANOJ:WENTS

A.

BackJrO\ll1c!l Mr. Gat••• wlaG wae Secretary of DelenH
durin~ the laet J'UI' of the ElHDbower Admlnletl'atlOD,
receatly accepted your ofler to become Chief of the u.s.
Llaleoa Oftke la Peklq. He wltl replace Geor1• Bull.
who held that poat from Oetobel' 19'f4 to l)ecember 1975.

c.

Pr••• Arr!Yemellht Mectla1 to be aDDeallC... Preee
hoto ••••ion.

T ALKINO POINTS

1.

I am estremely pleaM-d that you have been able to accept
thle lm.pol'taDt aeeqmnent. You are doiq ywr count~ a
l'eal Hmoe, aDd I pereona\ly ap,reciate lt.

I,

You will be balldinl on the work of two dietinaulehed
incwnbente, Da•ld Bruce aad Oeorae Bueh. They found
their atay ln PekiAt to be qalte laeclnatia.JJ they helped to lay

UCl\:E'f (ODS)
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the 1roMClwol"k for a re1atloaablp with the Cblaeae that
ia atlll rather fra1lle, bat e_.ptloaally bnportalat to ov
overall forellll policy.
Yota will be 1olq to Peld. . at a time wbea the CblMn bateru\
political aceae la outable. Appa.reratly tbe death of Premier
Chou J:DOlal totJChed off a a.-c:ceaaioa at~11e. Braat
Scowcroft and hla ataff, aad tbe other aoftrameatal aaeacte1,
wlll .,... ro•
heat
of the laterul altuatloa
before you 10• Bat we will look to you.r mlaaloa to provide
•• fOUl" owa aaaeaameat of what la lOla& oa Ill tbelr tateraal
political aeeae, aad lta lmpllcatloaa for oar re1atloaa wltb.
tb.e ChlMH. Chairman Mao, wbo b Aow 83, wlll probably
alao dle before loDIJ aad that bold• tbe proapect of evell
&Nater late r•l laatablllty.

oar

...

••••••meDt

Mao la eafeebled , and appa.reatly bad a atrolut which llmlta
hla ablllty to apealq Mat be baa a clear coDCept of world
poUtlcal developmeata aad what be wa.ata for bla cowatry.
He al•o kaowa what be waat ....from u, whlcb la preaaure
aplut the Sorieta.

5.

Mao baa beea beblad the eatabllahmellt of relatlou with the
U. 8. alace the carreat pllaae of coatact be1a11la 1970. The
Cbalrmaa'a prlmary parpo" la deallaa with ua l• to ea•
coar•1• the u.s. to be a cowaterwelabt a1alaat Soviet
pre aaurea. He waate ua to malatala an active. Aatl•
Soviet pollcy which wlll pat preeeure ora the Sovlete from
Earope, the :Mlddle Eaat. Sofih Aala aad Japaa.

'·

O• of JODr problema will be to coavlaee the Cblaeae of tbe
wl•dom of our pollcy of par•ullll aeaotlatloaa Nitll the R u.alau
oa SALT aad other aecurlty taaaee aad deftloplq cornmerclal
aad eclentlflc tiea, le.comblMtto•wlth our defaue efforta,
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OUr Soviet atrategx la ver, oompl. . in contraat to the frontal
......
- .
appl'oa'4b t~~C~neee have takenJ but it beat aervea our needa
and pu~ea.
-

Ou.r bilateral relation• with Peldna are not vel"y active rlaht
We have a m.lnlmal aclentlflc and culmral exoballle
pro,ram, and trade la about $400 mWloa per years bu.t the
•evelopmtmt of theae relatione 1a limited by a combination ol
their intel'aal polltlcal lnatabtlhy and concern about not
appearlna too active with ua untU relation• al'e fully norm.allaecJ.
Mae and other eenior leader• l'epeate41y told las that Taiwan 1e
a aecond&ry laeue ln our relation•. relative &o the Sovlet
pl'oblem. and that tlley are pat:leat aboot tbe pace ol normallsa •
tloD. But we believe they aJ'e u.Jldel' •ome pJ'eaaure f•om other
elements ln the leaderahlp for more movement on the bUateral
polltlcal front. In any ev. .t. tlaey would not wanl to appear to
be too eager on the Talwao. qaeatlon aa thla would weakeD their
baraatnt~a~ poaltl-.

i1.

now.

\

(

8.

We want tbe Atture of the lalaad to be reaolved peacef\llly.
Wy lt.l••• 1• that Peldna will see lt ln lta own adv&Dta&e to have
the u.s. malataln some tlea to Taiwan. Tbey c1on 1t want the
leland to 10 la4epencleot or move toward the Sovleta. But we
have yet to work 0\lt wltb the PRC tbe detall• ol a nonnall&a•
tlon agreement. I wU1 appl'eclate ycNr thlnldna on thia aubject,
a• lt may be one of the majol' laeuea we will have to confront
cNrilll yCM&r tenure ln Pektq.

•

10.

Over the comlq year l antlclpate that we wW reduce ou.r
mUltary preaence on Taiwan from it. preant level of about
2, 800 to IIOIIl~biaa lea• than 1, 400. Tbla will help to pultloo
us for ft.lture development•. and indicate to Peldna OUI' aood
fattb on nonnaltaatlon.

~
appl'eclaUoa to you aaaln lor &aldng thla poat. 11m- you
wlllJo an outatandlna job, and 1 hope thla wlU
a wt.rtbwblle
be

pereonal ex:pel"ience to add to you.r dlatlqulahed career.

\
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